
Art 2
Hybrid Instruction Syllabus

Teacher: Ms. Holtz
Contact Info: 8588992426@cravenk12.org
(252)444-5112 and request to speak with me.
Platform: Canvas, Email, Zoom

Login info

NCEdCloud: Your personal rapid ID.
Zoom: Use the meeting ID 201 792 432
Join Zoom Meeting
https://cravenk12.zoom.us/j/201792432
Canvas: Visual Arts (Beginning)
Office Hours: Monday through Friday 12pm-1pm
Wednesdays from 5pm-7pm
Final email checks: Monday-Friday 5pm
Virtual/On campus art club meetings: Wednesdays 2:30-4

Synchronous Learning (M,T,Th,F)
Each day we will start our fourth period at 1:10pm and end at 1:55pm. Be sure to check 
your schedule to
ensure you are attending the correct time period. I will be providing live instruction and
directions during this time. 

Asynchronous learning will occur on Wednesday as well as the time between each 
class after synchronous learning is over.
 
Recordings will be available for review when needed on
Canvas under “files” in a folder labeled “Zoom meetings”.

Additional course resources will be shared via canvas, email, and remind depending on
your preferred method.

Course Description

Intermediate Visual Arts builds on the student's technical skills and foundation 
knowledge developed in Beginning Visual Arts. The study of the elements of art and 
principles of design, color theory, vocabulary, and art history continues in Art II in a less 
teacher-directed situation. Various art processes, procedures, and theories are 
presented in a problem-solving manner which allows for independent choices and 
personal solutions to problems. This approach to art is less experimental and base 



more of informed choices. Student research of art and artists is a major source for 
gained knowledge and understanding of past and present art forms. A greater flexible 
and fluent use of the elements of art and principles of design, color theory, and 
vocabulary is stressed in Intermediate Visual Arts.

Course Requirements and Expectations

Students are expected to be in seats and listening to opening instructions at the
beginning of every class. Come to class prepared (pencil, eraser, sketchbook, and
willingness to learn are mandatory) a sketchbook assignment will be given at the
beginning of every class. This will occupy 5-10 minutes and is designed as a warm up
activity before starting on the day's lesson/project. Students will also be expected to
complete reading and writing assignments, clean up after themselves and show respect
for the art studio, fellow classmates, and the teacher.

Classroom Rules

Students will follow the school rules and expectations as outlined in the student
handbook. Additional classroom rules/reminders:

1. Cell phones should be off and not visible.
2. Art materials, artwork, and the studio space should be handled with care.
3. Be respectful to the teacher and your fellow classmates
4. Be in your seats when the bell rings, ready to listen. (When the zoom meeting
starts)
5. Come to class prepared and work consistently on only art class assignments all
period.
6. Cameras must be on and facing you or your drawing during zoom lessons. It 
can not be off or aimed at the ceiling.
Computers – Use of computers will be directed by the teacher. Computers should only
be taken out of their case in the classroom when designated by the teacher. Also, when
on the computers students must be doing what is assigned to them. If a student breaks
either of these rules their privilege to use the device will be revoked for the duration of
the class.

Grading

The Class will follow the approved grading system found in the student handbook. A
student grade will be based on the following criteria:
• Practice/Participation 10% (Formative)
• Quizzes 15% (Summative)
• Tests 25% (Summative)
• Project and Artistic Process/Craft 50% (Formative and Summative)

Practice/Participation



They will be in the form of presenting drawings done during class and answers to 
questions as well as notes taken during class.

Sketchbook 

Students will have weekly sketchbook assignments due at the end of each week. A copy 
of these sketchbook assignments are located on Canvas in the files tab. Sketchbook 
assignments will be use to gain extra credit. 

Project and Artistic Process/Craft

Students must work, with close attention to detail, on their class assignments the entire
90 minutes in order to receive full credit for the project. Projects make up 60% of the
overall class grade, daily artistic process and craft are major factors of this grade.
Late Work Policy

All work is due on assigned date, but if a student does not meet the deadline, there will
be a deduction of 10 points for each day the project is late. After 5 days late projects
will result in a zero. If a student feels that they cannot meet the deadline, please see
me as soon as possible.

Attendance:

You are expected to attend class during our synchronous instruction period in order to
be counted present for class. Please be aware that synchronous and asynchronous
instruction times are BOTH part of your daily class period.

Materials Needed Virtual Instruction

iPad/Computer/Device of any kind
This device MUST have the following apps downloaded on it in order for you to
be successful in this course:
Canvas, Google Docs, Zoom

Notebook/pencil:
Even though we will be virtually learning this nine weeks, it might be beneficial to have
paper and pencil to make some notes for yourself as well as complete drawing
assignments

Planner:
You will have lots of due dates across your four class periods and it might become
easier to forget things when you aren’t coming into the building everyday like normal. I
struggle with organization and over scheduling myself all the time. I have found that
using a planner or blank calendar where I can organize due dates, assignments, school
and personal events is very helpful. I will demonstrate how I use my planner the first day
we meet.



Required Tools

1 Sketchbook: 8 1/2” X 11” : Minimum of 100 pages
1 Drawing pencil set ( with H HB B 2B 4B minimum)
1 Colored pencil set (Crayola is recommended)
1 Pencil sharpener
1 Art Eraser (soft white erasers work well but pink will also work)
1 Black Sharpie
1 Watercolor set, any will work. (Crayola is recommended)
1 set of watercolor brushes.


